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Strain-engineered microtubes with an inner catalytic surface serve as self-

propelled microjet engines with speeds of up to �2mm s�1 (approximately

50 body lengths per second). The motion of the microjets is caused by gas

bubbles ejecting from one opening of the tube, and the velocity can be well

approximated by the product of the bubble radius and the bubble ejection

frequency. Trajectories of various different geometries are well visualized by

long microbubble tails. If a magnetic layer is integrated into the wall of the

microjet engine, we can control and localize the trajectories by applying

external rotating magnetic fields. Fluid (i.e., fuel) pumping through the

microtubes is revealed and directly clarifies the working principle of the

catalytic microjet engines.
1. Introduction

Catalytic micro- and nanomachines can self-propel by

converting chemical fuels (e.g., hydrogen peroxide) from a

local environment into kinetic energy.[1–3] Movement in a fluid

at low Reynolds numbers[4] is crucial to understand locomo-

tion on the micro- and nanoscale, including biological and

molecular motors.[4–8] Substantial effort has therefore been

dedicated to developing and understanding catalytic auton-

omous micro- and nanosystems[1–3,5–8] involving compositions

and shapes of catalysts,[1–3,9–12] types of chemical fuels,[13,14]

cargo functionality,[15,16] magnetic remote control,[17] and on-

chip integration.[16] However, motions in opposite directions

were found in otherwise similar multimetallic systems, which

were independently explained by interfacial tension gradi-

ents[2,18,19] and gas bubble propulsion[1,3]. The former

explanation has stimulated other ‘‘non-bubble-recoiling’’

mechanisms such as self-electrophoresis[20] and self-diffusio-

phoresis.[21] Here, we demonstrate a catalytic microjet engine
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with a speed of up to �2 mm s�1 (approximately 50 body

lengths per second), self-propelled by highly accumulated gas

bubbles. We engineer a rolled-up microtube with an inner

catalytic surface, serving both as the chemical reaction

chamber as well as the gas-collecting cavity. The moving

direction is influenced by the tube shape asymmetry along the

axis, and the motion can be magnetically controlled if a

ferromagnetic layer (Fe/Co) is integrated into the tube wall.

We find that the bubble radius is inversely proportional to the

bubble generation frequency, and a larger bubble propels the

rolled-up microtube over a longer distance. The moving

velocity is almost equal to the product of the bubble radius and

frequency. The trajectories of the microjet engines are well

visualized by the long microbubble tails left behind and reveal

various complex geometries. Circular trajectories of microjets

are deterministically controlled by tuning the jet velocity or

the frequency of the applied rotating magnetic filed. These

results suggest that control over directional movement might

become feasible in more advanced future micrometer-sized

vehicles by simple layer engineering. The mechanism of fluid

(i.e., fuel) pumping through the rolled-up engine is revealed,

which clarifies the working principle of the catalytic microjet

engines.

2. Results and Discussion

The generation of micro- and nanobubbles by rolled-up

nanotubes was suggested in Reference [22], and a suitable
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technology to create bubbles in hollow catalytic structures was

demonstrated recently.[23] The fabrication procedure for the

catalytic microtubular jets described here is schematically

outlined in Figure 1a. A pre-stressed, multimetallic thin film

deposited onto a sacrificial photoresist layer is released from

the substrate surface by etching away the photoresist. The

layer then spontaneously rolls up and forms into a microtube.

The microtube consists of a Pt inner layer used as the catalyst,

an Fe layer for magnetic remote control, and a Ti and Au layer

for good attachment between layers and for a well-controlled

rolling process. Figure 1b displays an optical image of a rolled-

up multimetallic microtube, and the corresponding scanning

electron microscopy (SEM) image is shown in Figure 1c. This

100-mm-long microtube has a diameter (D) of 5.5mm and

more than 5 windings, which is derived from the rolling

distance and tube diameter. The diameter, number of

windings, and length of our rolled-up multimetallic microtubes

are set by deposition parameters (e.g., film thickness and

strain) and lithographically predefined patterns.[23] By immer-

sing a catalytic microtube (still fixed to the substrate surface)

into a H2O2 solution, microbubbles are generated inside the

tube and are ejected with a certain frequency from one of

the tube openings (see optical image in the inset of Figure 1d).

The mechanism relies on the catalytic decomposition of H2O2

into gaseous O2 and water at the inner surface of the tube wall.
Figure 1. a) Schematic diagram of a rolled-up microtube consisting of

Pt/Au/Fe/Ti multilayers on a photoresist sacrificial layer. b) Optical

microscopy and c) SEM images of a rolled-up Pt/Au/Fe/Ti microtube.

d) Bubble radius as a function of the bubble frequency with increasing

H2O2 concentration (from 3% to 15%). The inset shows an optical image

of an integrated rolled-up microjet engine generating bubbles.
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The bubble radius (R) over bubble generation frequency ( f) is

plotted in Figure 1d. Since it was difficult to quantify exactly

the H2O2 concentration due to evaporation and reaction

consumption, we qualitatively increased the H2O2 concentra-

tion (from 3% to 15%) to tune the bubble generation

frequency of the catalytic engine. As shown in Figure 1d, the

bubble radius drops with increasing H2O2 concentration, while

the frequency increases at the same time by almost an order of

magnitude. The gas is produced by the catalytic reaction inside

the system, which differs from other methods of bubble

generation, in which T-junctions or flow-focusing on externally

applied gas sources are used.[24] In our static case (as opposed

to the moving one) the bubble radii mostly depend on the

pressure difference (DP) between the generated gas and

environment. This balance can be expressed by R¼ 2g/DP,

where g is the surface tension of the fluid. When the reaction in

the tube is accelerated by increasing the H2O2 concentration,

the generated gas bubbles experience a higher pressure and

become smaller in radius. Since the ejection rate is also

enhanced by the higher H2O2 concentration, the bubble

frequency becomes higher as well.

When a rolled-up catalytic microtube is removed from the

substrate, it is propelled by a recoiling mechanism produced by

expelled microbubbles as shown in Figure 2a. The bubbles

collect the gas inside the tube, expand, and then move to the

larger opening, where they thrust the tube as they leave. This

effect propels the tube by one step, which can be explained as

follows: In general, a liquid slug placed in an open conical tube

moves up to the end with a smaller diameter due to the

difference in Laplace pressure between both menisci of such

liquid slugs in a channel.[25,26] The mechanism is vice versa for

the gas slug (i.e., bubble) in the microtube as shown in
Figure 2. a) From left to right: Generation of a single bubble inside a

tubular catalytic microjet. b) Average moving step of catalytic microjets

as a function of the bubble radius. The straight lines represent various

slopes as references. Driving forces applied to the bubble–tube system

are sketched in the inset.
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Figure 3. a) Remote control of a catalytic microjet by applying an

external magnetic field, thus turning and rotating the jet. b) Statistic

data for the microjet velocity as a function of the product of the bubble

radius and frequency. The upper-left inset displays a straight trace of a

fast jet and the lower-right inset shows another moving trace from a

microjet with a lower speed.

1690
Figure 2a, where the gas bubble moves to the large end of the

tube.

The moving steps change with varying bubble radii in

different microtubes, as presented in Figure 2b. The straight

lines represent different ratios of moving step to bubble radius.

For small bubble radii (<7mm), the average moving steps of

the jets are almost equal to that of each bubble radius; which

means that the drag forces (Fdrag) on tubes and bubbles are

similar. However, when the bubble radius increases, the

moving steps become larger than the bubble radius. Since Fdrag
Figure 4. Microbubble tails visualizing trajectories for a) straight, b) curved, c) circular,

d) spiral, and e) self-rotating motions of catalytic microjets. The lower schematic diagrams

sketch the corresponding moving behaviors.
is proportional to the project frontal

area,[27] the drag force acting on the

bubbles (Fdrag–bubble) becomes larger than

the drag force acting on the tube (Fdrag–

tube). Hence, when larger bubbles are

generated (>7mm), longer moving steps

are observed.

When a magnetic Fe layer is integrated

into the rolled-up microtube, an external

magnetic field (B) can easily turn or rotate

these objects as shown in Figure 3a. A

similar effect has been demonstrated by

Sen and co-workers for remote-controlled

autonomous catalytic motion.[17] The left

image in Figure 3a shows a catalytic jet

moving in a straight line without (WO) a

magnetic field. When a static magnetic field

is applied, the catalytic microjet changes

direction (middle image), and rotates when

a rotating magnetic field is applied (right

image). A unidirectional autonomous
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movement would be desirable for remotely controlled and

deterministic motions (a detailed demonstration is described

in the following text and Figure 5). Our microjets could be

helpful in this respect due to their unique tubular structures,

which provide a highly anisotropic distribution of drag forces

along the axial and radial directions. As shown in the upper left

inset of Figure 3b, a rolled-up catalytic microjet (diameter:

5.5mm; length: 60mm) moves unidirectionally with a high

velocity of approximately 1.47 mm s�1 (�20 body lengths per

second). It is noted that the fastest microjet (�2 mm s�1) we

can obtain is not presented here because it is hard to determine

individual bubbles, as shown in the Supporting Information.

We performed statistical analysis of the velocities of microjets

with various rolled-up catalytic tubes, as displayed in

Figure 3b. Due to the material properties (e.g., activity of

Pt catalyst) and H2O2 concentrations used, the velocity varies

from several tens of micrometers up to a couple of millimeters

per second. Surprisingly, the velocity is almost equal to the

product of the bubble radius and frequency. Slight deviations

from the straight line can be explained by bubble collisions or

Brownian motion imposed by the environment. The motion of

the microjets is strongly influenced by, for example, speed,

tubular geometry, and environment. For example, a small tube

(diameter: 7.3mm; length: 80mm) travels at a speed of

approximately 75mm s�1 (around one body length per second)

and leaves a more irregular trace behind, which is illustrated in

the lower right inset of Figure 3b.

Figure 4 shows various trajectories visualized by the

generated microbubble tails of the catalytic microjets. The

microbubble tails directly reveal trajectories for a) straight,

b) curved, c) circular, d) spiral, and e) self-rotating motions.

The geometries of the trajectories are given by the size and

shape of the rolled-up microtubes as well as the catalytic

machine powers. Similar motions of bacteria have been

discussed in a detailed kinematic picture for Listeria

monocytogenes propelled by actin comet tails.[28]

Full control over microengine motions is required

especially for integration in lab-on-a-chip applications. As
bH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim small 2009, 5, No. 14, 1688–1692
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Figure 5. Magnetic control of microjets, which self-propel originally in

straight trajectories. a) Localization radius as a function of rotating

magnetic-field frequency at a constant linear velocity (black circles) and

dependence of localization radius on the mean linear velocity under a

constant rotating magnetic field (blue squares). The solid lines are

calculations. b) Experimental video frames of a moving microjet at

different speeds. Their frames correspond to the data points (blue

squares) in (a). Yellow drawings with attached blue arrows represent

moving microjets. Black circles with arrows schematically illustrate the

applied rotating magnetic field.

Figure 6. Collision between one microjet and the bubble tail of

another, recorded stepwise from (a) to (d). (See text for details.) e) Fuel-

pumping mechanism, which ceases once the leading end of the tube

becomes blocked by a large bubble.
an example, we exert control over circular motions (i.e.,

circular trajectories) of microjets under an external rotating

magnetic field. Microjets moving autonomously in straight

lines (velocity: y) start to localize in circular trajectories with

radius (r) when a rotating magnetic filed is applied with a

constant frequency ( fB) as schematically shown in the inset of

Figure 5. Figure 5a (black circle) shows experimental data

points of how the localization radius of a microjet moving at

constant linear velocity (average value 305mm s�1) depends

on the magnetic-field rotation frequency. The highest

sensitivity to a change in localization radius is found in the

lower-frequency regime. Blue squares in Figure 5a and frames

in Figure 5b show the localization radius as a function of linear

velocity for a constant rotating frequency of the magnetic field

( fB¼ 0.3 Hz). The localization radius can be described as a

function of the linear velocity and the frequency of the rotating

magnetic field: r¼ y/(2pfB). For an average linear velocity of

305mm s�1and magnetic-field frequencies in the range of

0.3–3.3 Hz, the calculated black line in Figure 5a well describes

the experimental data. For a constant magnetic-field frequency,

the localization radius linearly depends on the velocity as

plotted by a blue line in Figure 5a, which again well describes

our experimental data. However, at higher magnetic-field

frequencies the microjets start to hit their own tails (i.e.,

bubbles), which causes fluctuations in their linear and angular

velocities. Our results mimic the behavior of magnetotactic

bacteria in rotating magnetic fields. Such bacteria contain

nanomagnets and navigate by taking advantage of the relatively

week magnetic field of the Earth.[29]
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The rolled-up tubular microjets are self-propelled by the

recoil mechanism of accumulated gas bubbles in their catalytic

‘‘cavities’’. Here, we show that the catalytic reaction is fed by

fuel entering through the front end of the microjet. In Figure 6,

the mechanism for the fuel pumping of the jets is revealed by a

collision between one microjet and the bubble tail of another.

The first microjet (Jet #1), autonomously moves in one

direction, leaving a dense bubble tail behind (Figure 6a). The

second microjet (Jet #2) carries out a curved path (Figure 6a),

and hits the bubble tail from Jet #1 (Figure 6b). This collision

causes a blockage of the front end of Jet #2 by a large bubble

(Figure 6c) and the fuel supply ceases, hence immediately

stopping the motion of Jet #2 (d). The mechanism is

schematically shown in Figure 6e. When a catalytic microjet

is self-propelled by the exhaust of accumulated bubbles, the

fuel is pumped into the tube front end (case I). Once a bubble

attaches to and blocks the leading end (case II), the pumping

cycle stops, and the movement halts.

3. Conclusions

We have engineered catalytic tubular microjet engines

with speeds of up to �2 mm s�1 (approximately 50 body

lengths per second). The microjets are self-propelled by the

recoiling of highly accumulated gas microbubbles and can

move unidirectionally. The bubble generation behavior is

analyzed systematically as a function of bubble size and

generation frequency. Both parameters influence the velocity

of the jets. A sandwiched Fe layer enables us to remotely

control the motility direction of the catalytic microjets.

Moving trajectories, which can be controlled by applying a

rotating magnetic field (for example, circular motions), are

directly visualized by long microbubble tails and the

trajectories resemble those of other biological systems. Our

experiments show that the fuel (H2O2 solution) is pumped into

the front end of the jet engines, while bubbles are generated at

the opposite end and thus accelerate the microjets. Our work

shows that rolled-up microtubular jet engines are well suited to

obtain deeper insight into the working mechanism of catalytic
H & Co. KGaA, Weinheim www.small-journal.com 1691
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micro-and nanomachines as well as to exert better control over

the direction[7,17] and speed[12] of their motion.

4. Experimental Section

Ti/Fe(Co)/Au/Pt microjets were fabricated by e-beam deposition of

metallic layers onto lithographically patterned photoresist layers

(experimentally Ti/Fe/Au/Pt used in Figures 1–4, and 6 and Ti/Fe/

Co/Pt in Figure 5). Square or circular photoresist patterns with

sizes 10–100mm were prepared on 1.5-inch silicon wafers.

Photoresist AR-P 3510 was spin-coated onto silicon wafers at

3500 rpm for 35 s, followed by a soft bake using a hotplate at

95 8C for 1 min and exposure to UV light with a Karl Suss MA56

Mask Aligner (410-605 nm). Patterns were developed in a 1:1

AR300-35:H2O solution. On-chip rolled-up catalytic microtubes were

obtained by a tilted deposition with angles from 508 to 758, [23]

which was used for the experiment of the integrated engine. By

dissolving the photoresist layer in acetone solution, pre-stressed

multilayers automatically roll up into microtubes. The supercritical

point dryer was adopted in the fabrication of rolled-up microtubes

to avoid the tube collapsing due to the surface tension of the

aqueous etchants. In order to self-propel catalytic microjets,

aqueous hydrogen peroxide solutions with concentrations ranging

from 3–30% were used as chemical fuels, in which small amounts

of isopropanol, surfactants such as benzalkonium chloride

solution (from Fluka Chemika), or even common soaps, were

added to reduce the surface tension. [30] The microtube

morphology was investigated by a Zeiss NVision40 SEM. Under

an optical microscope still images were captured by a Zeiss

Axiocam MRc camera and live videos were recorded by using a

high-speed camera Zeiss Axiocam HSm generating 200 frames per

second.
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